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Abstract:

A paper which expresses thr. hope that, through
the resolution of conflict, the quality of both in-
terracial and intergenerational relations and of
education itself can be improved. Talks, with the
aid of quotations from teachers, students, and ad-
ministrators, about some of the important issues
which work toward th.l. development of intergrcap
tensiope: peer support (or lack of it), relations
betwecn black and white peer groups, educators'
styles, professional roles and community relations.
Solutions are suggested in such resolution tech-
niques as staff and faculty training in race re-
lations, negotiations training on both student and
administrative levels, acceptance of role ree'p-
rocity, curric4lum change ano. community control,
as well as such radical changes as restructuring
ani consulta.lt interventions in crises.
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I. Introduction the Topic

The issues we are concerned with are highlighted by the incidence of serious

interracial and ir.tcrgeuerational conflict in urban and semi-urban liii,h . schools

across the nation. In an increasing number of communities white students ant,

black students, black students and white educators, or just plain students and

educators have engaged in disruptive, sometimes violent, and often nonrescived

forms of social conflict. The LemSerg Center for the Study of Violence reports

that in the first four month, of 1968, "441 of all recorded (civil) disorders

involved schools .... (and) there has been a three-fold increase over the entire

year 196)',1 Even where violent outbursts have not occurred, serious alienation

from learning and mutual distrust in one another have characterized interracial

and intergt,erational contact and interaction (n a numbet of schools. Often the

roots of thcsf explosive tensions ale within the school itself; at other times

they are responsive to, or precm.,ted by, factors in the local and national community.

Whatever the specific form or cause in each case, the number and severity of such

explosions is fa:t publicizing a national ecucational crisis.

One of the most distressing products of these situations is the perspective

that nothing of any edJcative value can be accomplished. The resulting administra-

tive postures of instituting repressive school or police controls, of expelling

students, of surrendering a scho-1 to chars, cr of 1.holosale teacher resisnations

ate essentially disastrous examples of our inability to resolve conflicts produc-

tively. Often schools are patched up enough to delay or drive underground the ex-

pression of real concerns and the exploration of important issues; a sttategy

guaranteed to create other explosions later. A useful perspective for educators

1 These data do not include a breakdown between secondary school and college level

targets. See: Riot Date Review, Brandeis University, temlerg Center for the
Study of Violence, August. 1968.
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could be an indication that these situations are nit entirely hopeless, ar.c1 that

some educationally fruitful means of preventing, managing, rebuilding fr,,m, or

responding to such crises may indeed exist.

We believe that there may be some positive alternatives to explore: one might

derive and possibly test new educational policies that ray more fruitfully antici-

pate and respond to the issues and processes underlying such crises. Our concern

for change and new procedures ,,tems from, but is by no means limited to, the

critical episodes of school disruption and even violence. Disruption represents

an undeniable criz.is, but it is a crisis that is defined in terms of the breakdown

of administrative control and normal procedures. For many youngsters experiencing

irrelevance, obselesence, failure and even brutality in their school encounters,

crisis and disruption is a continuing part of their educational lifa. Ihus, a

comprehensive view and treatment of scoeol "crises" and conflicts will necessitate

new policies that respond to the variety of student, teacher, administrator and

community crises. Although It is a truism that school life and community life are

interdependen:., there ray be sore poiley alternatives for local schools that do

dtpenu for success upon wholesale change in the political, social and economic

character of the American society. It is our Intention in this report to examine

the character of such contenTcrary conflict, to consider the televance of social

scientific knowledge for undcrst.,ding the issues, and to pose for consideration

some reasonable alternatives to present school policy.

II. Interracial and Inters,enerational Relations in Schools

Ibis section consists of an interpretive review of recent ,'ocial scientific

inquiry into secondary education. Our purpose is to discover, to organize and per-

haps to reorganize the studies most relevant to an understanding of the contemporary

p':ocrena of violence, strikes, boycotts, etc. in secondary schools. to have
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grouped these s-ientific efforts into sEcral streams of thougt relevant to: ado-

lescent school patterns and values; interracial relations among students; educators'

values and styles; professional roles and organizations; and intergroup conflict

processes.

In general, the several streams of relevant literature can be divided according

to their focus upon two major gontexts within which iasue-; are being raised. One

content includes the conflicts that appear to be between racial. groups of students.

lhese conflicts seem to develop from community tensions and structures, from students'

ignorance of each other, as sell as from. racial fears and hostilities. They may be

catalyzed in the high school because such institutions sometimes provide youngsters

of different races and community sub-greups with their first sustain:d, perhaps

competitive, contact.

A second major centext for conflict lies in th2 relations between students an_ d

teagiers, or between students and administrators. Sometimes this, too, appears to

be a racial event, in many racially nixed schaols there is a higher perccatave of

Negro students thin .:ogre teachers. Often what really occurs is that Negro young-

sters are trying to deal with teachers and administrators who just happen to he

white. The major issie ray- or ray not be interracial, It ray as well he an inter-

generational episode wherein youngsters conf;ent the raintenance, direction and(or

degree of adult eontrol, and the 1ev quality, ohselcscence or pain of their high

school expericnee, In mixed schools, where whites are in the majority or in a sub-

stantial minority, we Sen:IJ/,, have found black and white students uniting in

actions directed against sctool officials.

Adolescent Sclwol Patterns and Values

Most investigations of youth and adolescents in school h,,ve treated youngsters

as more or less passive psychological Entities determined by the receipt of cultural

influences and family and peer pressures. In additten, rest studies have cencentratrd
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upon academic performance, or the barriers and facilitators to such performance

in school facilities and personnel and in students' motivations. The concern for

an approaching meritocracy thus has prematurely narrowed many investigations to

a sole focus upon achievement in academic spheres. Fe'., studies have viewed ado-

lescents as willful or independent actors reponding to otter than distal background

factors.
2

Mere also have been few systematic research efforts concerning the discovery

or application of adolescents' political and social values to their experiences at

home and at sO,00l. For example, Havighurst and his colleagues define "adult com-

petence" as involving no more than becoming "successful workers, parents. husbands,

vices and hontrakers".3 Si:,ce they found young people defining their cn.n inages

cf adulth,:od solely in these terms. the authors did rot explore broader vic;..s of

adult role conceptions. Remmers and Franklin, in their survey of secondary school

students, report the presence and absence of derocratic attitudes as upon abstract

statements of of the polit.ical order and of civil liberties.4 But what we

need to know is Inv such view, relate to students' own experiences in school ana

their desires or lack of desires for collective influence upon school decision-

making? For instance, a large part of conterporary school crises undoubtedly are

c,neerred to some degree with what Hess and others call "antangonistic interaction

over the division of power".5 Studies of political socialization that focus upon

2
lfxre arc, (f course, 5,7e significant exceptions in the "youth sy7TatLvtic" writing

of critics such as Good-An. P. Growing Up Absurd. ;dew York, Vintage. 1962; says, 3.B.
The Young Pretenders, New York, Schocken Books, 1965; and Friedenberg, E. The Vanishio
Adolescent, New York, Dell, 1962.

3
Havighurst, R., Growing Up in River City. New York. klley. 1962.

Fr,r-ers, 11.H.. and Franklin, A.D.. "Sweet Land of Liberty", Phi Delta kappa. 1962.
°etcher 22-27.

5
Hess, N. Political socialization in the schools. Harvard Education Review, 1968.
18, 528-516.

6
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civics courses, vague images of the moral order and reactions to early child-rearing

patterns do not help us deal with these contemporary phenomena.

In comparing young people in different kinds of cities, Douvan and Adelson°

found that big-city adolescents are more often rebellious toward adult authority

than are youngsters from suburban L: small city areas. Both large city and subur-

ban youngsters shoved heightened interest and eagerness for adult status, preferred

being with older youcgst:s themselves, and wanted primarily adult social activities

for their clubs. In addition, middle-class buys reported more disagreements with

patents than did lower-class boys. Experfenc's in geographic mobility differenti-

ated class groups even further; middle-clans youngsters who had experienced family

movement were less tied to peers, more encouraged by parents to be autonomoLs, and

more often asserted that they would rely on their own Judgment in making decisions.

Urban schools, with their mix of middle and lower class youth, and suburban schools,

with their prepononrantly middle class mobile student populations, may thus be seen

as coping with youngsters who for a variety of reasons are likely to be rebellious

against adult controls or insistent upon personal and social autonomy.

'..-nen findings regarding adolescent development patterns are corbined with

studies of the reactions of school personnel, the conditions precipitating rebellion

*come clearer. Get:els and Jackson
7

repot/ that adolescents who scored high on

a test of creativity, an opposed to those who were high on 10 alone, were less in-

terested in conforming to teachers' demands, and the personal traits they preferred

for themselves were negatively correlated with those they felt their teachers pre-

ferred. Correspondingly, teachers in this study preferred thn high IQ students to

6
Douvan, E. and Adelson, J., The Adolescent Experience, New York. Wiley. 1966.

7
Gettels. J.S. and Jackson, P..., "the Study of Giftedness: A Multidimensional

Approach", In The Gifted Student, Ccoperative Research Monograph No. 2, U.S. Depart-
ment of Me 1rh, Education and Welfare. Washington, D.C., U S. Government Printing
Office, 1960, 1 -if.

7
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the highly creative ones. In a similar vein, Coleman points cut the differences

between the attitudes of teachers and students in his study; students consistently

valued athletics and appearance over scholarship. Xorcover, moat tenefiers On)

reported that they felt chair brilliant student. were unfit for positions of social

leadership. Coleman sees learning, as structured by high schools. as a totally

individualistic effort offering little basis for group formation or for satisfaction

of the Social needs of adolescents. Youngsters who act to maximize these needs

and who strive for what they see as positive qualities (independence, social status

and respcc'), rust therefore core into conflict with the intermediate goals and

policies which teachers establish for then thigh grades, preparation for careers,

etc.).

An unusually rich perspecti.e on student alienation from school is provided

by Rhea's study of students in tiro leading urban high schools.
9

Rhea found that

these re/atively affluent youn_,ters were highly accenting of school requirements

and limitations, and denied that they were powerless or desired more independence.

However, their involvement in school was due not to intrinsic interest in learning

per se, nor to enjoy7ent of the school experience, but lather to their intense

motivation to get good graces and positive records which would further their col-

lege aspirations. ibis intense need facilitated their belle( that everything In

the school, including repressive teachers, was benevolently intended for tie fur-

thering of their aspirations. The major implication of Rhez,'s findings Is that

students who do not experience such intense motivation for success in the future.

8
Cele-an, J. The Adolescent Society, Glencoe, Free Fr.ss, 1949.

9
Rhea, B. "Institutional Paternalism in High Schools". The Crban Review, 1968,
February 11-15, 14.



or who perceive that the school actually presents an obstacle to their c...n goals,

are less predisposed to share a blanket faith in the ben.avolcriC paternalism of the

institution. In fact they mo; rebel against it.

Rebellion against the school evidently can take se%eral different ferns. Haw-

ighutst and Taba
10

discuss "the defiant person" and the ic.adjusted person", who by

reason of personal moral development cr adverse circumstarcts behave in hostil,-.. or

apathetic ways. The authors take care tc distinguish these typ,s from 'the social

reformer who rebels against some of the social conventions in order to find a higher

and better kind of social behaviorVil Unfortunately little more is said and no

data reported for this latter character type.
rh,b

Yet it 1d precisely this kind of adclescr, school rebellion/we are interested
I.at

In understanding and/our :society stands in need of creating; a for of protest that

is different, in degree if not in kind, from perso. 1 deflari:e, from the rebel-

lion discussed by Stir,hccTle,
12

and from Clark's sunmary of delinquent subcultures

in school. Clark's concern with schools "plagued with disaffected rebellious you,hs"

seems to locate the major sources of disaffection in youth therselves, and between

the youth and the larger society, with little regard for the role the school itself

ray play in generating such challr.rges to Oa authority of educators''. it is an

old saw that those who defin, ih nature of the phenomena can set the terms fcr its

treatment. Rebellion that is desired consistently as evidcaca of personal pathology

in
Fasighurst, R and laba, H. Adolescent Character and Personality. few York,

Wiley, 1963.

11
Haviglorst and Taba, eo. Cit., p. 164.

12
Stinchcombe, A. Rebellicn in a High School, Chicago, Quadrangle, 196i.

13
Clark, B. Educating the fascrt Socicty. San Francisco, Chandler, 1962.

14
Clark, Cp. Cit., p. 244.



redounds to the detriment of the rebel. Further, it protects the system which may

be the target of rebellion from investigations of its own complicity. As Paige

points out, "if large numbers of people view the social system as the cause of

their...failure, the legitimacy of that system will he brought into question."15

Stinchcombe defines rebellious behavior in school by three components:

truancy, difficulty in non-college courses, and being sent out of class. These

components truly are tame, they are largely concerred with established academic

and classroom procedures, and they are negatively stated. However, Stinchcombe

also defines his deeper interest in rebellion as a form of expressive alienation,

especially its "responsive non-ideological, unorganized and impulsive character".16

While the protests and rebellions occurring currently may be occasionally impulsive

and .espolsivey They are as eitenct highly organized and ideologically based. They

appear to us to be social movements or collective phenomena not reduclUle by

examinations of individuals' delinquent records or pathologies. Moreover, their

school components are often more than classroom-related, and they focus as well

upon aspects of the organizational structure and dynamics of the school.

Stinchcombe also points out, as does Clark, that expressive alienation is most

likely to occur when students' future status is not clearly related ta present

school perfetmance,
17

and when adolescents lay claim for personal autonomy and

status more typically conferred on adults. In particular, Stinchtymbe cc rents:

15
Paige, J. Collective violence and the culture of subordination: a study of the

participants in the July 196/ riots in Newark, New Jersey and Detroit, Michigan.
Doctoral dissertation, lniversity of Michigan, 1968, p. 59.

16
Stiachcombe, Cp. Cit., p. 2.

17
Which appears to be the negative statement. ef Rhea's finding that faith in the

positive utility of high school procedures facilitates involvement and adjustment.

10
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"Students' objection to the doctrine of adolescent inferiority
creates problems of authority in the high school. This chal-
lenge to the doctuina is partly motivated merely by rebellion
against the career meaninglessness of the school, as we showed
above. But it is also clear that lack of belief in the infer-
iority and lesser rights of youth has an irdependent effect
on rebelllon."18

Even in the few years since Stinchcombe's work vas published, in 1964, both

these strains have become more potent. The irrelevance of a high school education,

let alone the obsolesce,ice of ,ertain courses, for Job success for poor white and

black youngsters has become manifestly clear. Kvaraceus only adds agreement to a

consensus complaint w)en he points out that, for the Negro child, 'There is very

little apparent connection between what goes on in school and the present or future

life of the learner."19 And the growing sense of potency and consequent impatience

of of

with the trappings/Inferiority on the part of young people, and/young black people

especially, has mushroomed.

Interracial Relations Amontz, Students

The report prepared by Coleman and his colleagues indicates that the differ -

ekes between largely Negro and largely white school. are such that one can add the

category of "disadvantaged schools" to the lexicon of our urban ills.20 Schools

with largely Negro populations seem inferior in any respects to schools with largely

white populations. The age and structure of buildings, availability of libraries

and other facilities, curriculum alternatives and site of classroom all park the

18
Stinchcombe, Op. Cit., p. 182.

19
Kvaraceus, W. Negro youth and school adaptation. In W. Kvaraceus, et.al., Negro

Self Concept, Kew York, McGraw-Hill, 1965.

20
Coleman, J.et al., Equality of Educational Opportunity, Washington, D.C. United

States Government Printing Office, 1966.

4 1
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negative comparisons between such schools. But the Coleman report also points out

that not all of these facilities appear to be especially relevant for academic per-

formance; they do not seem to explain performance differences by themselves. What

appears to be much more important is the character of the school peer group, especial

the social status of one's classroom colleagues. It is therefore quite relevant

that the United States Commission on Civil Rights uses teasons other than comparative

facilities in suggesting that a national priority should be placed upon ending

racial separation in schools. their argument is essentially that youngsters' academi

performance and social maturity suffer from the often narrow ant constraining social

and academic interactions fostered by schools and classes with very homogeneous

populations. This priority cuts across the delineation of social elms; and geography

it implies that the emphasis on separate educational designs or tracks for any group

may be quit: inappropriate, and that interracial associations in desegregated schools

should be created and planned for intensively.21

The United States Office of Education study stresses the effects of social inter

action an,. new reference associations follows:

The higher achievement of all iacial and ethnic groups in
schools with greater proportions of white students is largely,
perhaps wholly, related to effects associated with the student
body's educational background and aspirations. This means
that the apparent beneficial effect of a student body with a
high proportion of white students cones not from racial com-
position per se, but from the better educational background
and hlghnr educational aspirations that are, on the average,
found among white students."'°

Other research in this area, some of it conducted in elementary schools and

some in secondary schools, suggests that merely placing Negro students in classroom

21
Racial Isolation in the Public Schools, Vashington, D.C., United States Commission

on Civil Rights, 1967.

22
Coleman, et. al., op. cit., p. 307.

12
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contact with whites may not be Coe best way to improve performance. Many intra-

classroom variables may have to be considered in understanding or ma.ripulating the

learning environment in interracial situations. Katzenmeyer, for example, suggests

that a Negro student's class performance depends upon "a communality of experience

with white pupils, the adequacy of his performance having increased as the degree

of social interaction increased."23 Lockwood points out that there is a period of

a year or mote in which there may he no increase or evzn may be a decrease in

achievement before performance levels rise.24 The Initial drop may be explained

partly by the emotional impact of an interracial situation on newly entering Negroes;

it is probable that the initial requirement to deal with white peers and authorite

figures is quite threatening. Katz's studies also demonstrate the likelihood that

the heightened level of thrz,at inherent in the ne...y interracial situation will

affect the intellectual performance of students.25

There are a number of studies that document empirically the particularly im-

portant effects of classroom peer group relations on a student's self-esteem, at-

titudes toward school and the utilization of his academic potential. Pupils who

perceive that their peers do or ray reject them, and that their attitudes are

discrepant from peers' attitudes, seem to utill,c th,ir potentials less effe.tively

in class.
26

The fear of such peer rejection may constrain some. students from LA..

23
Katzenmeyer, W., Social interaction and differences to irteraction and differences

in iltelligence test performance of Negro and white eiemertary school pupils. Dis-

sertation abstracts, 1963, 24, 1905.

26
Lockwood, 3. An examination of school factors among Negro students in balanced

and imbalanced schools. Doctoral Lissertation, the University of Michigan, 1966.

25
Katz, I., Review of evidence relating te effects of desegregation on the Intel-

lectunl performance of Negroes, American PsycholcAlst, 196:, 19, 181-399.

26
A variety of these studies are summarized In: ..hru.:4, R., Luszki, M., and

Epperson, D. lnteru:.,:sonal relations and mcntcl health In the classroom. Mental

Nykiene, 1963, 47, 289-297; Schmuck, R., Soc'o-emotional characteristics of class-
room peer groups. Doctoral dissertation, Unrve.sity of Michigan, 1963.

13
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pressing themselves in class or from confronting or competing effectively with

classmates. Were social interaction is so fraught with danger or constraint

that students cannot support one another's learning efforts, everyore in class may

be deprived of some key educational resources. The potentially more difficult and

varied curriculum and different school and peer group norms are par, of the

situation, as is the strangeness of a new environment, perhaps in a new part of

town. But fears of rejection, isolation, hostility or competition from other

students and teachers, particularly from those of another race, must also enter

the picture. In the face of such expectations, many Negro students will avoid

or deliberately fail competition. Similarly, fears and anxieties about Negroes'

reactions and about their own unresolved feelings may cripple white youngstJrs'

potential.

Some of these problem. of interracial attitudes and trust were explored with

several hundred Negro high school students who des-lrecated previously all white

schools in the deep south.
27

Almost half the group reported that they encountered

considerable resentemt and hostility from their new white peers when they entered

the white schools. These reactions ranged from general unfriendliness and teasing

tc name calling and physical violence. Another third of the desegregators experi-

enced both positive and negative reactions, and relatively neutral behavior such

as indifference ani av,idance. Only 15% of the desegregators felt they were met

by peer reactions of welcome, friendship cr courteous concern. With these intitial

reactions as a baseline it is easy to understand how prolonged social interaction

in such an environment would fail to improve the quality of rely ionships betveen

white and Negro students. After a year of attendance at a desegregated school

thirty percent of the Negro desegregators stated that their ideas about white

27
Chesler, M. and Segal, P.: Southern Negroes' Inctial Experiences and Reactions

in School Desegregation. Integrated Education, 1968, 6, 20-28.

14
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people had changed as a result of the past year's experience; as any youngsters

changed in a more trusting direction as in a less trusting direction. recver,

over 60% of the students, most of whom entered with a distrustful attitude, did

not feel they changed in either direction.

Lombardi also reports the results of a study in Northern classrooms in which

contact with Negroes did not charge white high school students' attitudes toward

Negroes.28 Webster presents a more dismal picture, reporting from his research

that "urguided" contact contact which was handled without preparation or special

attention - result In some white students being less friendly and accepting to-

ward Negroes than before desegregation.29

The lack of success often associated with interracial school experiences

dramatizes a number of issues especially relevant for Negro studrots These

youngsters, in particular, may be experiencing an especially difficult search for

stable personal and interpersonal identities and consistent styles and behavior

patterns. Pr,blems involved in establishing the meaning of blackness in a white

society, and the role of aware blacks in intiaction with white peers, are high-

lighted in such settings. In a number of scho5ls black students self-consciously

separate themselves from their white compatriots and authorities. Such separation

may be accompanied by hostility and rejection of vhitcf. As Paige ceforts the

change in this view over time he notes that: "In 1'168 anti-white feelings are

supported by a numerical majority (of erban Negroes), rvi simply high authori-

tarians, and it is the younger, Northern-born Negroes who arc proud ct their color who

28
Lombardi, D., Factors affecting change in attitude toward Negroes among high
school students. Journal of Negro Education, Sprin7 1963.

23
Webster, S., The influence of interracial contact on snciil acceptance in a
newly integrated school. Journal of Educational Psychol,Ay, 1961, 52

1j
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are most anti-white."30 Suo.h black solidarity and separateness in school organi-

zations Is very troubling to white students, particularly young white liberals, who
to

are trying to reach out to associate and/collaborate with young blacks. Other

groups ci white youngsters, not particularly liberal, may see political and organi-

zational threats in such activities and thus ray organize their our ethnic or in-

terest groups of a separate character. The stage is then set for social or

political competition among racially homogenous clubs and associations.

Educators' Values and Styles

The general proposition that control of students ploys a central part in the

organizational life of public schools, and particularly in teachers' treatment of

younsters, has received support by a number of authors. The very character of

educational organizations, as service units which do not select their clients,

yet whose clients cannot refuse to participate, establishes a strong control

orientation.31 In one of the early empirical studies of this factor, Becker con-

eluded that Chicago public school teachers were primarily Involved in maintaining

their authority over students In the classroom and in resisting inroads on their

authority io the school from administrator and parents.
32

1:Mower, in field observations of a large junior high school in a middle-

sized city, discovered that concern with pupil control had a striking influence

cn the life of the school
33

P.pil control problems apparently :onditioned

30
Paige, Lp.cit,, p. 105

31
Carlson, R. "Environmental Constraints and Organizational Consequences: The
public school and its clients', in D. Criffiths (Ed.) Behavioral Science and
Educational Administration, Chicago; University of Chica,o Press, 1962.

Cecker, H. The Teach in the Authority System of the r'ublic School", Journal
of Educational Psychology, 1553, 27, 128-141.

33
Villower, D. "Schools as Organizations: Sore illustrated Strategic& for Educa-
tional Peecarch and Practice". Paper presented in the Vest Virg.nia U. Social
Science Colloquim Series, b!organtown, Vest Virginia, 1961.

1G
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teacher-teacher, teacher-counselor, and teacher-administrator relations. Teachers

who were viewed as weak on control and discipline of their students had "marginal"

status among colleagues. Newel teachers reported that one of their main problems

with older teachers was colvtnctng them that although they were less experienced

they were not "soft". In more public situations and assemblies teachers made

special attempts to ensure that their own students were orderly, often talking to

their students with more than u6ual toughness. Faculty lounge conversation was

dominated by boasts about the rigorous handling of discipline problems e'd by

gossip about rebellious students. Of course there are some aspects of this

emphasis that creates uncomfortable feelings for teachers as well. Zeigler notes

the
that "the maintenance of/superior-subordinate relationship leads to personal

rigidity, and the teacher's dominant need, based upon fear of loss of authority,

is for se urity.
04 Such feelings of threat or insecurity reinforce the teacher's

need for control over students, students who now have become threats to one's

personal comfort and sectrity.

In all of 6 teacher's relationships with students, his values, attitudes

perceptions and assumptions about students influence his behavior. Coleman, in

discussing the very low percentcger of youngsters who report participation in such

"delinquent" activities as "stirring up trooble" "drinking or smoking together",

remarks on the stereotype and suspicion by which adults judge youngsters.35 Many

loformal reports, based on observation of schools and teachers, document ways in

which these educational agents communicate to students that youngsters are evil,

or that certain students are bound to fail. School administrators themselves com-

municate a negative trust and Judgment of adolescents when they eliminate privacy

34
Zeigler, H. The Political Life of American Teachers, Englewood Cliffs, Ntw
Jersey, Prentice Hall, 1967

35
Coltman, 1. op.eit.
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from school lavoratories and lock recreation rooms except for certain hours.

The crucial importance of teachers' assumptions regarding their students is

especially relevant in interracial situations. Indeed, recent research suggests

that some teachers may fail to be effective in interracial situations precisely

because of their attitudes. Niemeyer, for instance, argues that "the chief cause

of the low achievement of the children of alienated groups is the fact that too

many teachers and principals honestly believe that these children are educable

only to an extremely limited extent."38 The Haryou report, too, concludes that

teachers in Harlem schools have a "low opinion of the children's learning ability.°

Clearly, these expectations of youngsters' abilities partially determine

teachers' behaviors dnd the way they treat their students. Youngsters interpret

teachers' low estimates of their ability from various cues and often are motivated

not to exceed these expectations in their performanJe. When a teachor responds to

a youngster in a way that implies or suggests the student has little ability, the

student is likely to accept that evaluation and thus decrease motivation for

achievement. Low achievement then reinforces tie teacher's initial presumption,

encmu.:aging similar behavior on his part. Thus student and teacher both may col-

lude in establishing a self-fulfilling cycle of low expectation, failure and re-

jection.

In addition to these reports of teacher devaluation of Negro youngster's

achievement potentials, some researchers note teachers behaving differently

mward white and Negro children in class.38 In their own social behavior, in their

34
Niemeyer, J. Some Guidelines to Desirable 'Elementary School Reorganization. In

Progra-s fir the Educationally Disadvantaged. Washington, D.C., United States
Government Printing Office, 1962, p. 81.

37
th in the nhottc, fre1, Harlem Ycroth Opportunities Unlimited, 1964, p.203.

gimmm, 11 Davis, A. and Hess, P. Compensatory Education for Cultural Deprivation,
New York, N.Y., Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1965.
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limits on pier activity, and in their use of authority teachers may consciously or

unconsciously single out Negro youngsters in more negative or disapproving ways.

Such differential behavior usually does not remain hidden from youngsters in the

classroom. The result often not only is damage to a child's ego, or reconfirma-

tion of an already negative self-view, but indirect license to the peer group to

do likewise. Thus informal peer norms of distance and rejection may arise

partially because of the teacher's own discomfort or ineffectiveness in the

interracial clas,room.

Those few teachers who are openly resistant to interracial education may

deliberately contribute to a negative experience in interpersonal and intergroup

relations in the classroom. Those teachers who are inhibited or paralyzed by

their on fears and ambivalences also may contribute to a negative student ex

perience by ignoring or suppressing vital issues in the classroom or managing

them ineffectively. In a recent study of some Southern teachers' responses to

school desegregation, Chesler and Segai report that most white teachers indicated

they were quite nervous on the first day of desegregated classes." For some,

this anxiety was a function of their own inexperience with Negroes: it was also

conncted to teachers' concerns that no mPjor incidents should erupt in their

classrooms. For others, it was ambivalence and confusion as to whether they should

pay ny special attention to the new students, or to the new facts of racial mix-

ture. When teachers suffer from such resistance, confusion, or hesitancy young-

sters must perceive these cues from their classroom behavior. When they do, the

students themselves are likely to become more tense and cautious as well.

Sometimes the errors of judgment bred by such anxiety or confusion about

racial matters and such commitments to the control of students' behavior has

39
Chesler, N. and Segal, P. Characteristics of Negro Students Attending Previously
All.-white Schools in the Deep South. Final report, United States Office of
Education Small Contract f6-1412. Ann Arbor, Institute for Social Research, 1967,
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disastrous social consequences. Recent reports indicate that many achoil-related

disorders at the time of Martin Luther King's assassination

are traceable to a mertain insensitivity on the part of school
officials....(for instance) the failure of a school to close in
honor of Dr. King. ..the refusal of school authorities to allow
a group of students to leave a high school and conduct a memoral
march for Dr King....because a flag at a local high school had
not been lovered.""

Other school administrators helped observe this tragic event by closing iohools

or adopting other forms of official moulairg.

Further Insight into teachers' professional orientation.. toward Negro or

lower class students com(s from the works cf Kvaraceus aad his colleagues and

Herrlot and St. John.
41

As Kvaraceus points out,

"many teachers today seem to be fearful, anxious, and angry.
This is especially manifest in the te...cher's relationship
with the reluctant or recalcitrant learners In the big cities.
The frequent cry heard for sterner and harder measures in
dealing with these pupils and for their removal from the
regular classroom or exclusion (rem school would Indicate
that too many educators are now nore concerned with the
academic reputation of their school than with the welfare
and well-being of the nonachievIng and nonconforming students. .42

Herriot and St. John validate Becker's finding that teachers in lower class schools

more often seek to cra..sler to other teaching opportunities." This issue is

perhaps best summarized by (lark's comments:

...the adlustrent or most teachers faced by the unattractive
and difficult lower-class, minority student is to manipulator
the transter system, if tIv'y can, in such a way as to esca..e
to a better sch ."44

40
Riot Data Peviev, op.cit. p. 74-75

Kvaraceus, et al. Nero sell concept, N.Y. McGraw Hill, 1965.
Herriot, R. 6 St. John, N. Social Class and the Urban School, New York, 4CI1ey,l965
Similar evaluations using different criteria are presented in Coltman, et, al.,
fT,elt.

42
Kvaraceus, W. Negro youth and social adaptation. In W. Kvaraceus, et.al., op.cit.

41
Becker, H. The Career of the Chicago Public School Teacher, American ioueral of
Sociology, 1952, 57, 410-477.

44
Clark, op,cit p. 99
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Perhaps students are better off without them. The continuing tragedy of our urban

education systems is that seldom are any better replacements available.

Professional Roles and Organizations

The. organization of adults in the secondary educational process bears many

resemblances to the typical professional bureaucracy. Youngsters, the human

inputs into these pecple processing systems, are subject to t variety of personal

and institutional controls by trained professionals. They are expected to leave

the system as a new product, possessed of marketable skills and committed to

broadly embraceable social nor,s. The teacher's role as a professional trained

to manage the educational lives of his charges seems to provide him with clearly

defined relationships t. students, peers, authorities and the educational organi-

zation. At the same time, wide discretionary power yrobably is necessary for

staff members to respond to the unique qualities and goals of each of their

charges.

Students are supposed to wart to go to school and to want to absorb both the

cognitive and normative input desired oy the larger society. Resting on this

assumption, an organization involved in the processing of people can be expected

to operate according to relatively democratic, individualistic and humane stan-

dards.
45

Yet students are often in school only because they are forced to be,

and because there is nothing better for them to do. for this reason, it is

often assumed that their organizational lives must be tightly structured and

arranged so they will Iv: waste tine sith frivolous and noneducational pursuits.

On the one hand it is clear that different youngsters learn in very different weys;

thus rewards and punishments used by adults In the schcol must be somewhat flex-

ible in order to be successful to encouraging different students' motivation tc

45 Katt b Kahn, The Social Psychology of Organizattcn, New York, Wiley, 1966.
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learn. At the sane tine faculties must respond realistically to the potential

chaos of larr numbers v' students in a course that may or ray not be of intrin-

sic interest to them.
46

identification as a professional specialist encourages

teachers !o rationalize and universalize their Instructional methods and to cen-

tralize and coordinate classroom operations. The conflict between these divergent

philosophies and norms are reflected in continuing confusion regarding the ap-

propriate managerial responses for the classroom teacher or the school principal,

In order to maintain one's status and freedom of action as a professional,

the teacher must be released from some primitive role demands typically placed on

human interactions among peers. The teacher-student relationship is seen by

educators as a professional-client relationship. As such it is marked by the

professional's concern for the student's welfare and interests, the professional's

evaluation and judgment of the student's performances and future opportunities,

and the professional's control of student-teacher interaction.° The formaliza-

tion of individual and Intuitive te,ching tactics and experiences into a code

of an organized discipline and standardized behavior supports the professional's

efforts in determining and stabilizing his instructional conduct.

Emphases upon intimate and individually responsive interactions with students

inevitably weaken the universalist standards incu-.bent upon the professional role-

taker. Therefore, the Insulation of the teacher from students Is, to sere. extent,

a necessary co,-Tonent of has ability to be objective, fair and disinterestedly in-

terested in their welfare. The teachers' ability to exercise authority and control

46
Kvaraceus, ep,cit discus =es this issue as the teacher's congtot between her
school-organization role and teacher- helper role- It would be too optimistic ro
think that similar conflict dues not exist as well within the varied aspects of
the teacher- controller and teacher-helper role.

This definition ci professional role behavior is eetfved fun com7cnts cm police
work by Acrdua, D. a.le h e i s s , A. Sociology i n L.. , !lnforce-ent. In Uses of
Sociology, hew York, ,asic Fo:1R.
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over his clients also is vital to the management of his own conflicts over personal

and impersonal relations in class, and/Permits him to be free to act in what he sees

as the client's welfare.

Attempts on the part of lay adults or others to control teachers' classroom

behavior inevitably weaken professional autonomy and freedom. Such views of the

sanctity of the professionals' role are reflected further by the substantial numbers

of teachers who are opposed to giving lay persons in the community more influence

in running the schools. Aside from the threat to their own freedom and status,

teachers suggest such procedures would not serve better the needs of pupils. Rossi

and his colleagues report that 58% of the white educators and 45% of the negro

educators they interviewed recently so assessed the minimal educative value of

local community control of schools.48

Teachers' accountability for their behavior is only occasionally to their

clients and communities. For the most part teachers are accountable to colleagues

within their profession, or occasionally to supervisors, also however, within the

profession. To be openly accountable to the general public would mean teachers

would have to defend themselves on other than professional grounds to other than

professionals. In some sense, public ac...)untability is provided by the existence

of a school board and trustees, the ultimate managerial mntity. But daily imple-

mentation of philosophies and policy decisions are delegated by this board to pro-

fessional agents.

As the chief local professional agent the principal is required to play a key

role in preserving the professional Integrity and security of the organization.

Becker notes that the principal, then, is expected to provide s defense against

48
Rossi, P., Berk, R., Boesel, D , Erdson, B., Groves, W Between white and black:

the faces of American institutions in the ghetto. In Supplemental Studies for the

National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders. WashinRton, D.C., United States
Government Printing Office, 1968, p. 137. The teachers and incipals so interviewed
were from 15 cities involved in riots during th. summer of 1567.
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parental interference and student revolt, by protecting the teacher wheNever her

authority is challenged. '49 In this respect it is relevant that many teachers pre-

fer their principals to have more affective power over school policy than they seem

to have; with more power, staffs feel that a principal can be a better buffer and

better serve the interests of school personnel 50

The internal management of schools r ist nearly represent a bureaucratic form

that seeks to provide substantial freedom and autonomy to its professional agents.

As Chesler and Barakat point out, however, this autonomy often becomes isolation,

and the isolated teacher seldom finds the peer support necessary to encourage im-

aginative and creative tea0ing. These authors also demonstrate that the majority

of teachers desire more Influence than they feel they now have on the making of

local educational policies.
51

Despite aspirations in this direction, however, the

principal maintains final authority and as Clark points cut, the "notion of a self-

governing academic community. is only weakly voiced in the public schools."52

Although most teachers generally feel they have insufficient influence upon

school policy, some stall leaders are consulted and often represented when Important

decisions are made. This is not at all the case with students. Students never

have direct representation in policy-making, and are rarely consulted in advance

regarding their advice or influence The institution" of student councils, col.its

and newspapers, guarded as they are by faculty Advisors and censors, simply do

not fulfill ar effective political function. Here often than rot, such bodies

Becker, H Journal of Educational Psychology, E. cit.

50
Chesler, M. and Barakat, H The Innovation and sharing of teacher practices It

a study of professional roles and social structures in schools. Ann Arbor, Institute
for Social Research, 1961

51
Discussed in Chesler and Barakat, sp. cit

52
Clark, op cit., p 159
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clearly represent a mode, of democratic political processes, and students 'know

it.53 The prospect of innovation in this regard is not particularly hopeful; when

tue professional's ority ation toward seeing students as immature charges is coupled

with students' traditionally low status in the school, teachers are not likely to

value studelts Putential contributions to the quality or processes of educa-

tional decisio-- making. Moreover, students who have been trained to conform to

to
and(accept the judgments and behaviors of professionally trained personnel cannot

be expected to be very secure or skillful in generating reasonable alternatives to

present policy.

Although one form of "student power" implies student involvement in the above

n'ted institutional decision-making, it may take other forms as well. Student

influence also may be exercises in the classroom situation, where choice of course

content, instructional method, evaluative media, etc. may open to mutual stu-

dent-teschet decision-making. A recent study of modular curriculum organization

indicates that students having a choice about how they structure their time and

free time during the day "feel they have more influence in the school and greater

opportunities for independence "54 These various forms of student influence or

power ray all tend to reduce studenLs' alienation from the organizational life of

the school.

IntsLyOup Conflict Processes

Given these organizational features of schools and Instructional processes

it is not surprising that cross-racial and cross-genera:I:lai conflict is esces...t.d

with ease and resolved wit,- difficulty. For instance, Coser has enunciated the

53 Kvaraceus, a. cit., in fact calls student participation in these systems "list-
less play-acting".

Sa Folk, B. Sense of internal control in a non-alienative environment: a study of a
flexible-module ,Igh school. Doctoral dissertation, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, '968, p. 92.
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principle that ofvisivt social conflict is less likely to erupt when a system is

threaded with persons holding plural memberships in groups with competing interests."

The rigorous divisions of status and privilege which demark student and teacher

categories reduce the possibility of cross group memberships or associations of

lasting character The school situation not only prohibits such membership across

student and adult sub-systems, it also so inhibits cross group loyalties and inter-

personal commitments that the two status-linked groups of teachers and students

can be often and easily lined "o against one another.

The same principle may be present in certain aspects of school interracial

relations, especially in schools where community racial pressures have polarized

student relations. Thus on, ray visualize the logical extension of few cross

group loyalties or associations among individuals of different racial groups.

However, it is also possible and often occurs that cross-racial associations of

lasting character do develop among middle and lower class youngsters of both

races. Furthermore, even when sub-groups are separated group collaboration may

occur- In some instances the delineation and resistance of adults as the "common

enemy" may pros 'de white and black students with a "superordinate goal" around

:filch they can organize for confrontation.
56

T's lack of role reciprocity between students and teachers, and the stress

upon professionals' ,ontrol 01 clients, rakes it clear to those without authority

that they are without it Thus the lines of distinction between the "rulers" and

the "ruled" are overt, visible, And liable to attack A greater potential for

conflict exists where such role characteristics constantly remind students of their

55Coier, L. Functions of Social Conflict, Glencoe, Illinois, The Free Press, 1956.

56
Sherif, M. In Common Fredica-ent, Boston, houghton-Mifflin, 1966.
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lower status and influence. Under those conditions where status and influence

lines are blurred it is more difficult to articulate and organize protest. An

example of this line of thought is presented by Kvaraceus, who points out that a

heavy stress upon external and adult controls, 'rends to deepen the misunder-

standing and resentment that exist between youth and adult."57 With particular

reference to life in the organization of the school Xvaraceus further alludes to

Merton's paradigm of response to bureaucratic controls. He notes, therefore,

that when such strong controls are successful they cteate "a reluctant and re-

calcitrant conformist li4ing close to the letter of the law." On tne other hand,

if unsuccessful, they crea'i.e the overt aggressive delinquent who Is a member of

an 'outlaw gang'. "58 Neither of these alternatives is an attractive elucational

outcome, although only the letter presents a challenge to good order and unron-

flictful relations in school

When large numbers of students resent and distrust the control mechanisms

of the school 'he effect is to undermine the collective and legitimate authority

of the school adninfstration When students no longer believe school personnel

will act In their immediate behalf, of even in their long run best intetests, they

are more likely to rely on coercive influence attempts
59

For students, who have

few legitimate channels for the exercise of influence or control over school life,

coercion usually rears the use of disruptive power

The schools' emphasts upon control of student behavior, and the unilateral

exercise of the power of teachers and administrators in this regard, makes students

5 7Kvaraceus, op.. cit., p 109

58
Kvaraceus, ER. clt p 104.

59This general piopcsition is explicated in Gamson, W foyer and Discontent, New
York, Dorsey Press, 1968.
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vulnerable to the arbitrary, or apparently arbitrary, use of authority. Although

a concern for due process to insure organizational members redress against arbitrary

authority is common in most medium and large size industrial firms and public

agencies, it is seldom found in professional systems, and certainly not in schools.61

Scott points out that a self - conscious bypassing of the chain of command is seen as

both necessary and fruitful in .'.ost organizations; these "appeal systems" establish

an internal procedure for conflict resolution. One can, in fact, create a continuum

el e;ngruenee between democratic procedures and organizational appeals systems on chi

basis of the members' public krowledge of the process, the breadth of their right to

use it, and tle degree of separation between these judicial and other executive-

managerial functions. Put no matter what sort of procedure we can construct in our

mind's eye, current reality is that students are seldom granted the right to appeal

teachers aut,,rity. If students' initiate such a procedure they may find an open

car, but the failure to announce any such appeal right insures relatively untrammelec

controls by teachers and few ways to prevent grievances from becoming crises.

The distance that separates schools from communities provides another arena for

unadjudicated conflict escalation and polarization. In most cases parental grlevance

are either overlooked or privately aired with school officials and thereby adjudicatt

however, when grievances are espac!ally severe, when they affect a wide range of

students or parents deeply, and when the parents involved are inexperienced or un-

sophisticated in expressing their concerns, they may not folios this normal "cooling

out process and we are likely to encounter the "corporate, or public stage of the

political process."61 This is the open crisis or escalated conflict that may dis-

rupt normal school and dclool-community operations.

60
Scott, W. The ManaKerent of Conflict Appeal Systems in etganizations. Homewood,

Dorsey Press, 1465.

61Jenniogs,
K. Parental grievances and school politics. Public Opinion Quarterly,

1468 (In press),
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The pressure for mobilization of parent and community interests In the

demand for community control of school cenfl!cts with the school's tradition

of organizational and professional autonomy. To the extent that community demands

are augmented by a distrust of the benevolent concern or special competence of

teachers it will be difficult for school administrators to respond to such demands

without major organizational modification. If professionals' traditional autonomy

is augmented by fears of vulnerability to client Influence and an insecurity

about their own competence they will resist such change efforts. The incompati-

bilities bet,:cen these two trends set the stage for prolonged and exacerbated

tension in relationships.

In these several ways two principles about school conflict seem clear:

(1) certain aspects of the structure and operation of schools make student student,

student-adult, and professional-community conflict inevitable; (2) certain aspects

of educators' roles and assumptions prevent the use of mediating processes that

could intervene between the existence of grievances and conflict and the develop-

ment of protest and rebellion.

III. Some Issuer in Student Protest and Rebellion: IhrouglAthe Eyes of Participants

With this background of social scientific findings regarding aspects of the

contemporary school situation, we nay be able to interpret better the demand; and

counterderands being posed by students and rdults, blacks and uhttes, proftssicnals

and lay people, in our troubled social systems. We would like to illustrate these

demands.and some of the underlying issues,wlth excerpts from discussions amongst

high school students, teachers, and administrators. Some of the following exerpted

confrontations are from youngsters' reetin,:s witn teachers and administrators and

others are from offhand discussions among teachers and/or students."

62These
excerpts have been collected and reproduced or a 2ri minute demonstration

tape recording: this tape is now being used in training sessions vIth adults ane,
students of professional and lay orramlz:tions.
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The first comment represents a youngster's feel4ngs that if teachers and

administrators have thought ahead things could have happened differently. She

is speaking directly to a school administrator in a public meeting.

Excerpt 01:

(student) If you had really been concerned...now you're supposed
to be an adult man who can accept all kinds of criticism, and
we',c .'.-thing Lut teenagers, and so you should be able to accept
our criticism on an adult level. Okay, number one, when they
had riots in Warts and Chicago this nrevious summer, before we
started school in September, you knew that we were an integrated
school with Negroes: you also knew that we would probably feel
the way those teenagers felt then. Or you should have known. I

felt that you should tak, each school in your district as a per-
sonal..., like a child, and analyze their problems that woull
probably arise in September. If you had analyzed the problems
and loo;,8 at those riote a.d saw causes, then maybe in
September you would have ::eon better adjusted and it wouldn't
have took you by surprise, and you would have been able to
handle the situation better than you could have the way you
handled It t en.

This student irlirectly identifies some of the extra-school reasons disruptive

phenomena ray 'e occur:re at this particuiar time. National and regional racial

,a political tensions, evidence of protests and disruptions in cormunites,

colleges ani other high schools, and ready access to the media ray all contri-

bute to the contemporary rass diffusion of this expressive form.

We asked Ne:ro and ite youngsters to talk together about the kinds of

issue, and profile -; in their sc. col and in their rCatio,s with each ether that

see-cd to Fe reflected in h ycott,. strikes, and interracial violence or fighting.

These issues and pic,ailine errelflons reflect the continuing cries in yeong-

sters lives referred to earlier in this paper. lh,y are the mew rater.al out

of which ad-inistrative ctisc, anJ school disretior, arc generated.

f,ctipt

finterviescr) You 1,no,', I think all the rest is hercsay. I

would like to get you opinion en where you sec the
prebler, and the issues And 1 thirl this is where- we car
be productive.

30
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(student) Well, we have to take it with sides first. It

broke out with Negro and white, right? I don't know how
the white kids do it cause I'm not one of them. But I
know that the Negroes feel that they're being deprived.
And fiat's enough tc get you mad enough to fight.

(interviewer) Deprived of what?

(student) Well, they're being 1(w-rated. You know, dis-
criminated upon.

(interviewer) In terms of not getting certain things,
quality, what? You're not getting the rig:a courses?

(student) No, the courses are the same.

(interviewer) Okay, so where is the discrirtrition?

(student) The teachers.

(student) You can walk into a [007. and feel when you're
not wanted.

(student) The discipline problems are wrong. They'll
punish the Negroes greatly and let the white ran get away
with everything. And that's not right. You can disagree
with it but you'll get your turn later on. Now, a Negro
will come into class, and he comes late, he gets an after-
school appointment, which is right because he has no busi-
ness coming late. And when the white boy comes into class
and don't get one, then that's not right

Excerpt 03:

(interviewer) How do teachers look at students. What eo
Cey think about then'

(student) Well, the way that we felt, and I got the es -.e

impression from otter kids, that the teachers tnd the
administration here look down on us. We are supposed to
give then respect because they are a teacher. But they
d-n't give us respect as students. Now, like I'm a greaser,
I dress with a leather coat, pointed shoes and knit shirts;
and his skin, he's black. So they have prejudice against us.
The greaser has a reputation as being a dunny, hanging on the
corner with a cigarette hanging out of his mouth, and in nine
out of ter cases, this Isn't true at all.

(student) A Negro is just rot accepted here.

(interviewer) We're talking about the faculty'

(student) Yeah, they look down on us.

31
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lstudent/ And the climbers wear tight Levis, sweat socks,

loafers. They are, you Know, all the brains. This it what
the faculty takes as brdins, you know. And these people
the; treat the teacher as though the teacher is s king or
something. You surely look nice today, teacher" and all
this. Creasers and Negroes just don't do it, and since e
won't do what they wart, what most people term is "grippin
ET" or something like this; they oonit do it, so the
teachers don't like it.

These comments reflect the feeling that there is a lack of open and honest

interaction and ;air treatment letween the human beings who staff and consume

the educational process. Student groups often request more opportunity for

personal zontact among the variety of persons in the educative enterprise; as

well they stress new concerns for the quality of such human relationships. One

asrct of tills concern for quality is a systematic stress, as can be seen above,

upon the notion of reciprocality in human relations. any teachers in urban

areas say that the most disturbing fatter of their work is the constAnt occur-

rence of stu,2,nt disrespect Or defiance. Sinn:1.'1y, many students report that

.hat disturbs them most is thcir teachers. lach of coqrtesy and iespect for then

as indfvliuls. Coleman reported just such a reverberatin: pfenomoncn in his

study of high school cultures. Onc school ir, particular had both the hig'est

proportion of teachers with jaundiced views about students and the highest per-

centage of students wio reps Led t ot teachers were not inLerestwd in teen - alters'.

S.:hat is at stake fore is a ten:ern for mutuality of respect and greater icciptc-

city and rarity In interpersonal relations.

In addition to general hui:an relations' values, a strong theme of social

Justice runs through naay of the high school protests. For Instance, particu-

larly in those schools heavii; populated by black students, or by intertacial

groups of students. there has been concern expressed teRarding 61e generally lc.'

6)
CC I [7.7.1, t
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number of black faculty m,mbers and blank counselors on the professional staff. In

r similar vein, requests have been made for new ventures into course, in Negro

history, efts-American studies, etc. Black youngsters often have expressed

their concern about being placed in those separate tracks and curricula that

maintain social distance among the races and that shunt blacks into nen-college

preparatory courses. These conditions further inhibit Negro students' possibi-

lities of go.ng to college or to a first rate college. Such organizational

relationships which systeracleally discriminate against the possibility of

mobility far black youngsters have come under fire in a number of schools.

In addition to these organizational situattons, a number of lisruptive pro-

tests have been ote,anized againt the personally discriminatory behavior

visited upon white or black youngsters by certain teachers, counselors, and

priucipals. These protests seer to highlight two central issues: (1) counselors

and teachers give white students preferential treatment; und (2) school officials

meddle in students' private affairs, principally they try to enforce certain

culture-bound hair and dress regulations and they try to discourage interracial

dating.
64

Tht general character of the reports and scientific studies discussed

earlier validate many of the student con... ants included herein In addition, they

suggest that what the protesting "blacks" and "greasers" h,7cn't considered is

that the "cliehers" ray be almost as alienated from the sc;iool systc.- as they

are themselves. Some of the "climbers" feel that they're .1,..st floating through

a system that his little relevance or rearing; but they're pretty much able to

sit through it, be patient, cool it, until they get to college. Soontr 07 later

Friedenberg and his colleagues discuss ways in whici: dress and hair regulations
may be seen as defensive reactions to the attraction of youth, and as arbitrary
means of maintaining a control-oriented ranageneot system. Nordstrom, C.,
Friedenberg, E. and Gold, H. Society's Children, Ntw fork, garden POUSe.
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these groups may get together and discuss their common grievances.

The following excerpts illustrate some events that occurred in the midst of

disruptive crises. Students' commcnt reflect sane of C.eir feelings about

violations of basic principles justice ar:d fair play.

Excerpt rh:

(stuuent) I'd like to say that one of the things our group
4 discussed was on mistrustin4 the faculty. Because when
the kids went in there to talk, into the auditorium, they
were in there to help solve the problem. And first Doc
says to take your 1.D. card and we'll excuse you from class
by the name on the I.D. card. So everybody gave their I.D.
cards and they signed the paper. No,:, they're sensing a
letter to your parents. And your parents have to come back
and your parents have to sign a paper. And this 4s mistrust
cause yc,, didn't say hat when the kids were :here.

(Mministrater) Can I respond to that

The superintendent is dh,,ut try report the rationale for his actions; but what

occurs is a d,;ble bird. The superintendent's position is clearly one of pre-

serving order and security, and one can sympathize with his aims and position.

however, it also is abundantly 1,ir that in the pursuit of this concern he

broke his word to the student,. dare nothing but sympathy for both partiis

in tds example, they lust move ti,mselves into a double bind.

(Administrator) Now another part of the issue, I think, is
that there was a great responsibility involved in what vas
hippening there. And 1 had to exercise the responsibility
which everyone cf your parents fxpect re to exercise. Namely,
to assure as Lest I Can tine L,11tIt and safety of the children
In tte school.

(student) And lie to the children chile ve were In there.
That's just wh t y,L did.

fad-inistrat, 2-1 i. . sr... I don't acres with flat

Ixcerpf PS:

(student) We're In this s,110:1 to learn. And my mother said,
and I tailed her abut this, that.wbcn you to up thEre.
And I hasn't (vet done anychioz, t don't have a record for
,n,t1,irg at this so) up there and you say I
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promise not to do this, or you bring your parent in, or write
a note, that you're admitting to something you've never dine.
I was In there because J was concerned. I'm not Involved in
it, I'm not a discipline person and all that. b:hc,i you're

in there you're concerned and then you go up and have to con-
sent to something that you haven't ever done. What is that?
What k'nd of a solution is that? Bring your parents up. All
the kids In there were supposed to be problem childs. I'm not
a problem child at horehin school or anywhere else. And I
don't feel that It's right for me to bring my parents up there.
And I went up there and I was trying to get it straight;
said to me that ne would check my name off thP list. That is not
fair. And lot o, kids went up there and said "that's my name"
he'd say, "well, what do you have to say, and they'd say, "0-ay,
whatever you say". Now, shat is that, that's no promise. Those
hurdred students that went up theme, what is that? They did not
raise their right hand and put the other one on the Bible, etc.
whatever you do, and say, "I swear to Cod, I will not cause any-
more trouble", and then they could have been lying also. That's
no kind of solution. These same hundred people can get back
into the school Monday and those are the kids that can still
start a riot. And with these kids going to the lockers, these
kids are going to near about that. That's going to make them
angry. They could still start a riot. They're not solving
anything. You have to get to the point; you can't evade the
issue, you have to understand, you have to want to....

(applause)

This girl is referring to the now not atypical procedure ct requiring students

who engage in disruptions to pledge their good behavior as a condition for school

re-entry. Moreover, partially as a result of a bomb scare, teachers were in-

specting youngsters' lockers for explosives and for other weapons.

These example, rake It clear that yot,ngstern, administrators and teachers

are in some places caught into intolerable situati(ns where they mutually

conflicting interests anu respona,hilities at star.. Ihr human waste and tna,:c.'y

is not just that they're caught in that 1,111J: the gre tkr tri,dv is th,t. their

history together his so divided 0,171 0,11 0-:1-V can no hmgkr r lona ".v cyplain

and adjust ticir pmsiticne to coo an 11",,:A.

V2 are c nte 7 am. act wherc sct.r,1 ndrIristrat, re must tc r e

the fact that they do not as roe h unklaLeral and arbitrary ;,-.1..or a, they

once hid. Tie legal and objective facts of school life ray not have c'hami7cd; at
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the articulation of a group consciousness and thus a base of power among students

has begun to emerge In many schools large numbers of students feel that if they

organize together they have enough power to so disrupt the ongoing activities of

the school that they can bring it to a grinding. halt. And at that point admin-

istrators can no longer run right ever students, but must sit down and attempt

some kind of negotiation or bargaining procedure.

Then everybody has a dilemma that needs professional help; because who

knows how to negotiate or bargain! It's clear that students don't know how to

bargain. They are lust learning, minorities of theT, to recognize their issues

and to create and escalate the conflicts that may get issues and persons to

the table for negotiation. Once into a negotiating situation, students often

maintain discussion at such a level of rhetoric that ft is impossible to bargain;

or they are so glad to talk they are easily coopted into some minimal form of

tokenism. Adults aren't any more skillful; certainly not when pushed from be-

hind by cem.-ednity and professic,nni groups that are opposed to "permissiveness"

and "anirchis". hargainln.r is so-..times seen by adults as a ly to "cool-off"

tensions and to avoid rccolvinc, issues; as soon as this sort of bargaining is

over conflict and protest will brick cut even more vigorously. Many efforts at

largai ,fnlo fail simply because of the participants' lack of values, skills or

abilities to terfor,, in such set tints.

With the breakdown or a,,sirce of nego iatien more extre7e Sores of pretest

can be expected to occur. In one of tine q,,estions we posed to youn;sters Sc

acked wty vinlen,e was a rc,ponee to the conditions that the variv-us studies and

rei,ort, tAl d (a'en con«rnc, erievanccc and even apparent irierctlec.

wdy did such [,', r, ec pr. tcet develop?
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Excerpt #6:

(student) The problem of this school is the colored kids were
all up in rebellion against the administration, and the white
kids were all up in rebellion against the administration. And
taey wanted to talk and they wanted some action from last
September's disturbances. But they never got a thing; we never
got anything; nothing was ever done. And so It just started up
again. And I guess now that after they had a little trouble,
we're finally getting...somebody's listening to us.

(interviewer) Do you agree with this?

(student) Yes, I agree. Its Just the point that all the
fighting wasn't because of any prejudice against each group.
It was just because it was the only means we could take towards
being able to talk to the administration. And like you said,
now we're making progress.

Excerpt ft7:

( =tifent) like if I went to fighting him, as a means to accom,
plihing something, it wouldn't be because of prejudice; not
because I don't like him because he's white, not because I
dcl't want to go to school with white people, or anything like
tl it. But its just that I can't go directly to Mr.. . If

I t to speak to him; why I'd be turned arm betor. I even
got t his office. And the same with other gr,ups, and the
sa-e with white boys, so my only means is to cause trouble.
;Id I can only do that by fighting and then I can get to talk
to hi-. Not I, personally, but as a group, Negroes.

The Negro yet-.g,ter is saying, and the white youngster had just said, that all

the fighting wasn't really because of racial prejudice among students; it as

because it w,s tie only way to get the attention of the administration. That

raises a v.ciy interesting question. A great deal of evidence indicates that we

should r t telicve these statements, that the reverse is more likely. For in-

stance, ti,ut racial antagonis-s in our society are so deep and wide that students

can't p:sitiy r.7A Le prejudlr,d. Fut be that as it ray, once Ncgro and white

yourbc.tcis .Fit they've said here, we have the opportunity to teach new

lesson- cf collbora.ion. Even though we ray believe that part of the

interracial fig:Aing was racialy motivated and not just frustration with the

plmi istiati, a's posture, the collaborative relaticnship that these warring
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youngsters have now adopted presents a marvelous opportunity for teaching and

learning some positive lessons about interracial living.

One of the most important issues raised in these schools was the nature of

students' strategy and concern. ' idents or teachers know why school was

disrupted; was it deliberate or s, .eous, did students want to take over, to

be heard, to make noise, or what? He. are some expressions of feelings on

such issues.

Excerpt IS:

(male teacher) It's just net clear to me, I don't think
students know shah tiley want.

(female teacher) 1 think I know what they want. They want
to run things

(male teacher) Veil, it just seems to or that we're saying
more and more that the students don't know what they want,
aid they're lust not clear what it is they are after.

Excerpt #9:

(student) They say we want to tale ever, but that's not
true We lust want to have a little hit of voice fn what
goes en around here.

(student) Ycah, they don't want us to have any voice in
anything around here.

PepresentrA here is a fundamen,a1 difference in perception that has been

epeattd hundredfold. In many conflict situations students are asking for

nor( ,nflucnce or power in sitting poi cy and making decisions that affect their

academic and personal lives. Ey and large this has not net with a syopathetic

cr tositivc response by trachcrs and administrators. Ad-inistrators, who are

u=ti to wieldinc pcwtr very roc?, political accountability to students,

t, A disruittcns in the grncral ways, s. 7C of which are

typified atYve. One pattern his been to deny that there are problems, to gloss

over p,ssible issues, and as far as possible to ignore the evidence of discontent
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and rebellion. A second pattern has been to diseort, consciously or unconsciously,

the position and grievances of students. The students' rhetoric, laced with the

language of control and vengeance, often lends itself to such a distorted escala-

tion of fear and anarchy. Th., third administrative pattern has its ultimate ex-

pression in the use of repressive force. Repression can take many particular

forms in schools, including suspension, expulsion or the institution of police

forces One of the high schools we are s,, lying has been operating most of the

year kith over 20 uniformed policemen !n the halls; another has equipped teachers

with walie-talkies to faciiitate constant contact with the front office; still

another has installed television cameras in hallways to identify and monitor

student conduct.

Such respor:tes rare many quEstiors and problems for -hose of us far enough

removed to sit and look it the situation, Sometime_ students' requests are

quite legitimate and should be considered carefully and openly. The responses

of denial or repression, especially, confirm many youngsters' preconceptions of

the school ;Ind the society as closed and inaccessible educational or political

systems. Students this may ire encouraged to adopt more disruptive tactics in

order to gain a dialogue. Strongly repressive tactics r.ay indicate to students

that the school has decided to escalate the level of conflict. One imminent

danger of this tactic IS to so raise the stakes that, for zany trivial offenses,

teachers pall students out of the classroom :_rid send them to the office or the

police room. Some teachers :rave lost all control over the classroom because

they no longer trttd to exercise local coneol once such administrative programs

CC police forces were adai'ablc runlet-, it St LC rcr-E7t,:rEJ that young,sters

are always leatnirz frcm, tic behavior of their teachers and ;rincipals; frightened

or extreme tc,ponses do not teach youngsters very enlightened ways of responding

to conflict, controversy and dissent in their own lives. And tinnily, concrete

political realities smmetimes rake these postures proble-matic bccau,e school
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administrators may not be able to get away with them: they nay not work: Students

now may have a kind of ultimate power in the school, because they can close the

schools down almost any time they organize to do so.

Excerpt ,I0:

(student; We, had a ptoh! r1 that coof rented everybody in our
group. sit ...own and ,n, talked and we decided that the

problem was that. t,e ...indents hid no way 01 communicating
with the ALhigistratior, on a love! that they would be heard
and really I :..tened to. Fq, the,. d id the only thing they
knew hog to do: this was t u riot, to get attent tont or re-

volt is a better ward, to gel at tont ion. They revolted so
that the .1d7,1 Igtr. ion could pay sore attvnt:on to them.
And tt t,n't as th, ntu.- papers and the TV has sand: "200 Negroes,

2000 Negroes, a certain nubher of Negroes did this." Ne.joes
an't rt.,t by the,,eles. It 1a, both Negroes and Cauca-

...1,ns, the moaority Ncfroe and gren=ers They rioted
because they ....ulJu't get any kind of representation. But
n-w the students nrec't thinking about rioting with them-
sekcs any7ore. It's lest like (Neryb7.,dy's turned and
locked it the ad-Anistrat ion. Because the administration
see-, to hal, lied, ,e,7- to 1" rut things in such a way
that they can't tit out of ti -a f,.a that they're in. So

the .tud.nt, are ran: saying, to all the rest of the admin-
i.:trators: are ou going to do now!" We have tried
in all the ways

c

to communicate with you. We can't
t it ton, we can't do.m to your office and say "Do" or

not sa) "1.., this." rue dent .:ant to cot. -and, because we want
a strong ndoAnf t r It 1,11, UM1J) rost of us think we don't
have. We wint t, talk to ,ou but we haven't thus tar been
I is tened to i he onl, tiro you I istin to us is when we riot.
So 0,1r othed do sou want as to use!

fvfai,,t f Li d,,n't jot day more vtolenoc. I ncan I've been
krt. and a ] ,t pf le ha.n heir hart And I don't think
it, nr -ea-.1, .

F-1.11.rpt all

r. !It t.0 h.ri I .h to, den.. t.fay rig01.-- I

tf trh. wt ,1, ,ti 1 t. it ti I tl.( t61.11 Lace
e. et it dderi'l c.,n t' 't c..r:,,toly has t!e feral say so.
b,

t

cut to abed t tyre hi'- srociodv who ha= the
linil ,a, nd I r iru w. can r-Ach err -I, 'Ai-A, wt11,,,j ii,'-g l'tn a little HI of freedom
,t bl!, t don't act 1 1a ('.( ,ing at one

ttall crl It tiv,c tr., a feeling of dennerdc,
.tra! haw do we (1-pond to it Are nii1 (.1,1114: to I (1/1s them equals,
(ctr-. t'in on tha ,ont et-A ci

do
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A girl we talked to in another city was absolutely livid about the newspaper's

reports of school disturbances as terrible riots. She said that at the University

nearby they just had a "terrible kind of fuss', it was worse than what happened

at the high school, and it was reported as the annual spring frolic. She said

she wrote letters to the editor, vent down and saw the newspaper editor, and

nothing happened. That disastrous press .-eporring, she said, helped the white

community to continue to see racially desegregated and largely Negro urban

schools as not worthwhile investing in, or sending youngsters to, or putting

money into, or treating with anything, other than control and withdrawal.

Excerpt fl12:

(interviewer) What's going to happen in this meeting?

(student) All hell's going to break loose. The kids are going
to tell...well, let me say this first. Today, in our meetings.
the white kids and the colored kids, we got together now. Well,
actually it happened last Wednesday at the meeting, when again
he stabbed us both in the back again like he did last September.

(interviewer) There was some communication between you two
when that happened?

(student) Yes, sir.

(interviewer) Whereaboutr, outside?

(student) in the morning, we had been fighting. But by
the erd cJi that meeting we were standing together, we were
fighting against . That's how ;uickly it happened, in
just a couple of hours we were back together, unified in one
student body. And that's the way it is now, only more so.
And it's going to be white and black, green, purple. all
different colored people and all different dressed people
fighting against him and his administration.

As these youngsters reflect upon it, they're suggesting that the outbreaks were

not just exe-ples cf spontncous, random, letting off cf steam, nor were they

m,:,r.entary responses to 1-rediate frustrations. Rather, the disruptions were

,ten as the las! ways possible to open up communication with school a thorittes

and with the central administiation. Individuals and groups who do not have

legitimate power with soich to represent t.leir interests can be expected to turn

to disruptive power as a last resort.
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We asked youngsters and some faculty members in verious schools to specify

some of the responses or progress that would make sense after crises had occurred

and had abated. Their responses help us understand some of the barriers or prob-

lems, as well m.s promises, in the implementation of new policies and ideas.

Excerpt 413:

(student) in our group we had a solution. We decided that
the colored and white should pick a leader and make a list
of all the grievances in each group. And then we'll take
this to the faculty and well give them a certain amount
of time, you know. long enough so that they can decide cn
these. And it'll be, you know, we're not figuring ve can
get everything we want. lot we're not going to have then say
that we're kids and we don't rnow what we want. I guess if
we don't gct what w ?nt, we thought that if we could get
all of these lid:, together, that we'll boycott the school.

Excerpt r14:

(male teacher) Fell, I'm tired after spending all day here
at the_ school.

(male teacher) NE, too.

(female teacher) Yea know. I've been thinking about the workshop
Saturday, and a lot of the ideas were pretty good. I really
would like to try something with my kids. But you know, I locked
at my students today, and I thought., can't try those with my
students.

(-ale teacher) Yeah, re either. All that's fine to alk aliout
but I don't know how we can get it done here in this school.

(female teacher) You krow, orce I tried letting them have a dis-
cussion group.

(rale teacher) A discussion greup, oh boy.

(female teacher) oh, tEe kill got so excited, they rade all
this noise, and I got a note from the central office telling mg
to cut down the not-e.

In ic teacher)

(male teach r) the U,s it is, ccu stilt st12.ents

Any kind of frcedc, and you ..et the AJiristrlti.'n eist,t
rn yrur nick.

(rale teacher) We lust can't ,:et the tint el .e

!roc, that.
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Excerpt 015:

(male teacher) Well, one way would be to go at it in faculty
meetings, but when do we have the chance to talk about anything
like this at faculty meetings? Matter of fact, when do we get
even a chance to talk at all.

(male teacher) That ccmes after 3:00.

(male teacher) Well, seems to me that everybody's talking about
ftzedam, but what about faculty freedom?

Jemale teacher) That ,mes after 3:00 too.

(male teacher) Comes after 3:00, huh, ckay.

Excerpt 016:

(male teacher) Or at a faculty meeting, simply as students.

(female teacher) I think they should be at every faculty meeting.

(female teacher) There are times when there are issues to be dis-
cussed when the kids don't have anything to say about. Now, well,
it might be good for one or two students to sit in on a certain
type of faculty meeting but there are, you know, times when we
have things that are just teachers' business.

It Is clear from these comments that another generating or facilitating force

in school conflict lies in the character of teacher - teacher relationships. Negro

and white teachers in most high schools complain about the lack of conversation,

comrunitation and sharing that exists among them. In fact, the entire profession

seems to suffer from a lack of role-relevant discussions of what teachers are

doing and how they are loirg it." Put tn schools where faculties are racially

nixed, this sit, :fen seems rc -rt important.

There is informal evidence that on desemmeelted staffs people talk to one

another along s.-e s,gfc2aici linos of conversation. 5cme white teachers

in largely Ncero school, fccl ,f.ry lr. doing "1-1,,IrrAry" d,ty; many feel Cey

are isolated from imtera,t.cm with fe.,r0 colic ,.es. The re,rse is often tr,e

65
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as well; a typical staff procedure in a largely white faulty is to identify a

Negro teacher as expert or 'Jason for Negro students, and to limit his or her

staff contribution to that e> tent. Since principals and administrators are not

necessarily trained or competent to deal with such issues In interracial staffs,

hidden conflicts and tensions often bubble over Into overtly painful events.

When a staff cannot co:laborate among itself, it is unlikely to offer effective

yodels for student behavior. further, under such cenditicns staff members are

likely to share their gries,nces ulth students, I Tding fuel and wisdom to young-

sters' di,affeLtions. Faculties that have no time and energy to prepare fur, or

reflect upon, their eum growth end rHtnal support, ran not possibly respond inno-

vat ive Iv to .,dent concerns.

1--,trpt ,17:

(student) That wz, my prohlen in the beginning, confronting Dr.
on his, what he has proposed for the future. 1 think

that ,nn thing vi ould be rnt Toned. 'That f now on, when
rules are set, they should he kept and they should be enforced.
And they should he enforced equally. For Instance, if we had
all Fern suspcnded that day, there mi:ht have been a lot of

t rouble. Put we al I would 11.-0.T respect.2d, and we all would

kave had to conform. AnJ I think this business with simple
little thing, 10-, r,mtre late to class; if a student is Into

to class, he to ho treated fairly. And if we definitely
knew that than were certain tales ti et have to be folled,
and there was no question at all: you Follow these rules, or
e l s e ' it would be a let "aster to confer-, to, because we
would know CXICSIN where we ,rood. fore d'puld be none of
this JrC 162 1.ere, or Uh.,t'S happening.

Ile / r. presents 0 ,111,141''. d,,rAratt 0,, for sir, clear ,I1Ulture and for

rule, thit are tntra-ahlt., la ry el ttn t are simply so strin-

gent lr V,71,1t. see as to 1", 1,1(nft7,,A11112 in pr0lticv. And tliat v.ets students

and ad ni-trat,t, iota a .'re.'t I of ton f d t Eery are

final cc- t so-t- Ti 0,1t rn-t le developed and u,-cd In new

F,,t;,t

int, iv i..,t to et, s' at! Whit do you hope to get this
aftern,n!
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(student) Things that ate written right here on the wall. Most
of them are all the same, Like Negroes want equal opportunity
along with the climbers. The same thing with the greasers here.
We need trust.

(student) That's very important; you need trust. It's gotten
to the point don't nobody trust nobody. And that's all the
student body's got to lock up to. You know, if you've got a
problem, you're supposed to take it to the administration. If

you feel that your counselor couldn't hardle it, you know, you
go to the ndmitistration. And when V0i, can't do that, what can
you do?

The range of comments above rake it quite clear youngsters are higly con-

cerned about the quality of interpersonal relations and their can = influ-

ence in school affairs. But it also should be clear that the high soh of pro-

tests we have been talking about are directed not solely at change- in the

organization of power and influence or in the character and cf eommuni-

cation In schools. There are also some valued outcomes about the educational

process that are being challenged and/or advocated. This is not to say t, t a

call for conversation or dialogue, and an insistence upon some influence en the

decisions that affect their own lives, ate not valued outcomes 111 E they

certainly are. But in additlea to those process-oriented values [bore, ate Aso

some educational performance values to which youngsters are addressing thcm-

selves. For instance, it is apparent that many progressive educators not

been able to actualize their own liberal values in the organixation instruc-

tion. Despite administrative lip service to terms such as individult,-n

Instruction, Intellectual freedom, autonomy in course selection, c'c re:lization

of each student's potential, the stimulation of controversy and the i:olo.-Lion of

independent thinking, these values have not been suffIcIently clarified cr

operationall2rd in the life of rest public schools. Sent pret(Ftc t's,c leen under-

taken in order to force the clarificatim an.' once rage fte oreratallz,tion of

such values on the part ci adult instructors.
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The quotations above are not atypical. They describe the reactions and per-

ceptions of brood numbers of students and teachers in many secondary schools,

particularly in schools with racially, economically or culturally heterogeneous

populations. Just hrw representative such views are is a question we hope to

answer with data being planned. collected 01 analyzed at present and In future

programs. Included in these youngsters' comments, and in our own analyses, have

been hints or suiotestion, recardino how things might be done differently. Let's

turn new to a consiceretiun cat s,,n.e new educational forms and politics.

I)' .olive Alternatives

0,r 'trait At the Center toe Research en Utilization of Scientific Knowledge,

the .niversitv o t,cently has been involved in studies of high schools

1 tic rru.t et the chaos and disrupiton discussed throughout this report. le

ha.e it heen inottoed in a number of change efforts that have tried to: (1)

di,ceccr J,,w to tnter,n, in a crisis .rtuaticn to help ,cnflict to be used 'n

rr,du,t1. ,ind humane ways; (2) !,nd,,rstand hew those apparent disasters called

inurrcctin, or rhts can and do stimulate change in previously

ft.-Vt-MA '..istko,: and (3) expett-ert with the reorganization of high schools in

a..., II :t ,ay he core' respon,tve and creative than these schools were prior to

tic ,tic s.

Fre- cut eXpericr.c( and cur rcri,w cl the literature it , s cleat th, educator

reed to Je,elop and test s00e new no3els of what can be done in high schools which

are csplo,f.ing with the hails of ignored, suppressed or otherwise unresolved inter

racial ani irtetgenetationAl tcvsi,rs. the following rodels seem to us to hive th

;ctential tot riking a diffcrcree in Ur,e situations a! i for being attractive

6h
Such effvtts are ;rceceding under the te3ns of a grant from the Ford Foundation

to the it:-.ter for Jes.careh en tLe Utilization of Scientific l'reNdedge.
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enough to appeal to the various parties in such conflict. They are organized in

terms of their relevance to the critical themes developed throughout this paper.

The models discussed are not long term panaceas or solutions to the crises in our

secondary school; rather, they ore ways ,f initiating cork on no.' fot-e of dialogue,

involvement, management and instruction.

The several models presented here are delineated in the abstract, and they

will need to he elaborated and researched in detail as they are actually tested in

field set,ings. Any effort to improve a school's operation probably would utilize

a mix of several strategies at once or in a carefully designed sequence. Further-

more, before actually :sing any of there strategies in a given school, one would

have to examine its feasibility with that particular staff, student an4 community

clientele and situation.

Internal problem solving, etforts

ThroAghout the school year, throughout all the overt and covert crisis situa-

tions, grievances and isst-s will be raised which demand examination and change.

In order to respond to this continual pressure for school change, educational sys-

tens ray find it fruitful to set aside periods of tine when members of competing

interest groups can work together as problem solving units. Participants in such

activities could collaborate to diagnose the major problems in the school, to

interpret their character and causes, to generate some alternative procedures for

responding to raver issues, and to implement some of these possibilities in new

school procedures.

One way of institutionalizing such problem,solvirg procedures is to designate

certain students and staff members as permanent rerlers of an ongoing team. In

order to respond effectively to a wide range of views ca different issues, the

membership of such a team should include leaders of the various ra,ial, status and

4 7
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generational sub-groups within the school. This team could also he responsible for

linking to other groups in the school and ultimately leading group inquiry, con-

frontation and resolution sessions for various classes or sub-groups. The teachers,

students and administrators so involved would require special instruction in the

problem soloing process, in conflict analysis, and in intergroup and antra -group

processes. The efforts of this diverse group of problem solvers to collaborate

with one another will probably represent a microcosmic example of the problems in-

volvei in opening hi...eked channels of corramication and cooperation throughout the

school.

In order for such a design to be effective, the problem solving group would

h.iee to do more thin talk about issues; they would have to design and suggest

,oluti;,ns'. to issues. These recor:onded 'solutions" have to be implemented or

otherwise responded to consisttntly; if not, such staff work and advice will be

scut as to -y work not connected to the real possibilities of change. Often, of

course, sLhoa/ administrators have established problem- solving groups with exactly

this 'cooling-out" function in mind. Ihis history of meaningless "talk" requires

that ad-ini5trators with rote sincere concerns for change deal with a gro,p's

rtce7.7tniations in good faith, publically, and quickly.

1..2Lganizatinal devel(licnt and r.:rewal

The character of CA educational bureaucracy in one's ow:, school could be

the focus of s. -e charge designs. This is an organizational focus distinct from

t'e concern with changc in certain individuils, whether students, teachers cr

ai,inistrAtor5. ;zi,c ore of tie conplairts of teachits and stuicnts is

t',ir in,titutionatirej separation within tie school, it night be possible to

task-r..1..ant groups Olt rite peer interaction a-ong teachers, a-ong

st,:it,ts, and a-.rg tiaelcrs and ste'Ants. Recent research in organizational

4 8
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management suggests that productive system operations require interpersonal re-

lations that support each members '?-,ense of personal worth and importance."67 In

addition, the full potential of all tho persons in a system can be realized most

effectively wl,n "each person...is a member of one or 'core effectively functioning

work groups that have a high degree of group loyalty, effective skills of inter-

action, and high performance goals."68

The implication of such findings is that task groups should be forced that

require organizational members to link with one another in emotionally supportive

ways that contribute to the performance of their professional roles. The principal

and a small group of teachers could become a working unit that undertakes joint

decision making, goal setting and supervision and evaluation activities. Similarly,

sr-all groups of students might meet with their teacher formally and continually to

discuss classroom procedures, to establish personal goals and to evaluate student

and teacher performance. The essential requiren.ent is that acomistio forms of

interaction between one principal and a Tans of teachers or between one teacher

and a mass of students, to he replaced ty cross-status units that are communally

responsible for system ranaiien,nt.

Another key element of organizational development work in schools could be

the attempt to build in patterns of self-generating renewal, whereby the system of

collaboration and ch.Inge established becomes ".sufficiently viable to continuously

adapt to its changing enir,.,n7ent and it, c...11 internal forees...(thus) learning

how to learn.
,69

Scti of a continuing effort to adapt to

67
Pc...'ers, D. and Seas!,.'re, S. ent, .t tonal effectiveness wit, a feur-

factor theory of loai,rsl,ip. Anini5crative Science 47,,uatterlv, l9E,e, 11, 23S-25,7,

p. 246.

6S
Ibid., p. 246.

69Puchanan, P. The cecept cf clganizational develop -cot or self-renewal, as a form
of planned change. In C. cats n (Ed.) Concepts for Social Change, Washington,

National Training Laboratories-Nati,nal Education Association, 1967, p. 2.
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changing conditions and pressures inhibits the porsibility that the orgaLization

will regress to its former state or that changes, once made, will themselves become

calcitied traditions impervious to new events. Renewal is seen, in this context,

as a continuing process of organizational learning or changing over time.

A critical question pertinent to programs of organizational renewal is whether

important charge can thus he generated and implemented without some alteration in

the allocation and distribution of power. Rational r,rd collaborative organizational

change, 1 problem solving, is only likely to be open and rational when vested

interests are not threatened, or ulen have great loyalty to commonly held

goals that take priority ever sub-eup or personal goals. If these conditions

do n,t exist, the erc.s,-states o slidber,tion necessary for such programs to work

rests upon assumptions of row rfdl rer,ers' good faith and low status persons'

ability to tread lightly on tLe .ested interests or disparite concerns of high

status members. However, whin 1,wer status groups are invested with rower, either

of the formal-legitimate or disrVive-coercive variety, they can exert their o,..71

conditions and desires for el Inge in a more forceful and effective manner--in a

manner that demands attention :nd response.

Reeiprozalitv in human and roll relations

Our analysis of the is-,es in student-teacher interactions suggest that simple

courtesies and respect for cne another are often lacking in these relationships.

With teachers hiding under the cover of professionalism, and students ducking

behind their cum cloak of apathy or non-involvement, students and teachers often

collude to stay zpare from one another. At the sa-e time, members of both grotqs

rer:.rt that they would Tile to interact in ways that strengthen their cum and

others' sense of human vorth and intimacy. In this context cre can consider the

design of change efforts that seek to explore and involve more personal and intirate

tossibilitits in huan relatlenshIps.
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Certain fccems of sensitivity training have been designed to focus upon in-

creasing participants' ability to understand and respond to their awn and others'

feelings and behaviors. A workshop or conference series focussing upon interpersonal

sensitivity might surface previpusly hidden feelings,and provide participants with

greater clarity about the way they affect others and greater skill in responding

in more open and accepting ways.70

The central problem in using this model is hew such personal insights can be

translated into ongoing behavior, and/or ,von into nevi organizational forms. Even

if the individual rt.7.bers begin to respond, to relate, to care for one another in

new w.ys, they will need a social system that encourages and supports such be-

lhe inclusion of a large group of persons in such a program might help

establish a system's receptivity to 701V diffuse social interaction. but a more

likAy possibility would be the development and inclusion of some of the other

forms suggeste, here, especially those focussing upon structural change in schools.

Training faculty. and staff to deal with racial relations

e studies that discuss teachers' attitudes and skill:, all seess the diffi-

culties exrcritnced by white and riddle class adults who are working with Negro

and lower clasp youngsters. :lorcover, semv, reports document the negative encounters

and to learning which y ungsttrs experience with incompetent, dis-

affeetc,, or unf,:trested t, 01C,C re ISOM; a focus up,n retraining

of the instructle.nal cajre see,: to he a fruitful direction for change. The

teacher's values and embeds bath arc approriate targets, and the general CK-

rt,:t,I.Orh I, IM-SLTViCe t! ?inirg eon help teachers insight,,

tbe discusn and exa-plcs in Cibb, I. Climate: for trust formation. In

Y. Porno, I. !lanced. and I. ir;ob. 1-Greg theory and laboratory met/c.d. New
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wisdom and repetoire of interact ional and instructional skills.71 The assumption

that improving teachers understandings and skills will change their behavior may or

may not be tenable in this context. Therefore, it would be helpful to acquaint

teachers with the new real it les of power in student - teacher and black-white relation-

ships; phi: can ho done citlo r by instructica or direct example.

In addition to the retrainin,a of irdividual teachers, it seems relevant to en-

rage in prograr,s that focus upon improving instructional procedures among small

creeps of coltea,,:oes. ihrough tl,is emphasis staff members may rake fuller utiliza-

tlin of pcxr resources and heco,x, isoro nelpful to one another s' continuing profes-

si.nol growth. lie cr.at.st farrier to change as a function of in-service training

liis it: tj.c Lai+, of crntinuin institutional support for such new objectives and

II, Int1Rsi3O ral t.ach.r; or an entire staff of teachers and ad-

;rust rat,rs in a traiolng progro, may help educe this barrier. Furthermore, in

Is tl. staff is raaially rixcA, the opportunity ray arise for n

trcus u;,rn -tat't r.liti,nal pa tt rns or, und racial rs. To the extent that

d. s, gr. a"tint o f ,r Hack r7t,'F(J, to a prcdc-Anantly white faculty

73, old -t If f irt.r,, t and stunt instructional coals, they can be

5,-

and apir riotc proRrtl

r...n: t minim Nsl,ns have begun to include stud.nts as part of

tl, prr,ra,. This has he n bane.) on the twin notions

Ca:: 11) -,tr.J.nis 1,,t haw t. ,chars hilarc, an): (2) strd(nis con

t.aihirs ,t riilitc rare forcefully or) of feet icily than can the

is ah -ti ,t tins of rr oiler irtrrprettrs of the youth l.CEn,e.

it it

rl

n ord

hon,x is dc r d from t!c ass,-; t ion r s. s will

irr! t? ,t t'r ability to . scolat. or de- escalate conflict and

illt tr it ,Inin- ec.'s and oi4 di,. u.,ed in Ch(sler, Y.
triirita t, irL.trurtirn in in:eiracial cla"re,a-s. Fro-

..,.!inas .1 ilx -.I I nft:1-,-..t cn tR,,i11 Orrortunity in
it t,o. I t., Cnit.l State. C.,-,IsSirn Ca Civil .P30-(5, nv-8.
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negotiation situations is crucial. It would involve training progrars with the

established leadership of administration, faculty and student councils on the one

hand, and/or with 'agitators", linkers to alienated groups and protestors, or

leaders of the "contra-structure" on the other hand. The major thrust would be

to increase sophistication about the knowledge of outcomes and alternatives

available, to both rebellious and established groups, in dealing with the escalation

or de-escalation of conflict and the adjudication of grievances. In one cease we

are talking about exploration and sl.tll development in strategies of political

erganiration and expression. In other, less political, contexts one could be

talking about training "change-agents".

A erotical goal would he to help students and faculty, members learn when and

how to bargain or negotiate. with one another. Students, and similar groups without

access to legitimate power, probably will need to learn when and hoc to escalate

conflict in order to encourage or coerce a negotiating posture by school officials.

There could be no intention here to co-:pt er ranipulate agitative groups; rather

the attempt would be to he3p then to perform a more rational and effective job of

raising problens, of worling on their resolution, and of initiating the school

changes irTlicd.

It is also clear that rany administrators "panic' at the prospect of disru7ti:e

conflict and crisis. For Crem, too, training in t..e rover-en.. from crisis to nego-

tiation, and iron. negotiation to irpler.entatio right be helpful. Given traditional

managerial responses to conflict It also would be important to be alert to rho danger

(f training adn:nistrato/s to .c,ol-off conflict withoJt serious intention to

negotiate cr charge. In some cirou-stances both riotestin3 and establish-c-1

ccald be in t'e sa-e wcrl..shcp learning together, b.,t such a structure r,,s the danger

cf developing collarative problem. solving patterns distinguished fron negotia-

ting postures. This is rot to sa7, we arc opposed to coll:boraticn.rcrely that it

is a differcnt rode'.
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Curriculum

The general purpose of this approach would be to focus upon modifications of

the curriculum itself as the primary target of change. In pursue,. .suet an

orientation one could also design new courses which take as their topic of concern

the state of current school affairs and its possible change. Innovations in this

area would also help meet the need for new model: for the transmission of intel-

lectual content and experience. The recent literature on schools contains many

suggestions for curriculum reformation, and we will explicate only a few here.

Formal courses that are designed to teach about, analyze and work on the issues

confronting the schools could meet regularly with several teachers and /or the

principal of the high school. The students' job may be to learn about schools,

to be an improved and realistic student government, to design a new way of running

the high school in the next year, or to involve all patties in dialogue or change

efforts. then students get course-credit for such work and planning It Is not

seen as an extra curricular activity, but rather as something fundamental to the

educational process. This planning activity- for a small group could be broadened

into a course fc. large numbers of students, wherein the study of their own in-

stitutions and views would become part of the legitimate curriculum. Thus both

intellectual growth and the applicatio, of knowledge to school affairs are the

hoped for outcomes here.

More effective forms of political socialization have been suggested wherein

curriculum offerings would "provide more meaningful opportunities than are now

available for those who wish to engage in different types of action."72 Fealitv-

oriented courses, action experiences in the field, counseling for action and

22
Nev7ann, F. Political socialization in the schools, Harvard Education FEVIEW,

1968, 3b, 536-545, p. 537.
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integrative seminars are all suggested. Newmann suggests great care be exercised

to avoid one of the most dangerous aspects of such activities, namely the effort

to turn them into non-conflictful game-playing or schocl-servins programs. Students

definitely need to be actively involved in political events, but ''to the extent

that students choose action experiences to please school authorities cr enhance

t'eir dossiers, rather than out of genuine need to protect and advance intrinsic

interests, activism becomes a farce."73 such active political concerns

become part of the curriculum, as students generate school-community controversy,

additional pressures will be placed on school administrators to constrain such

dissent, activism and political organization. How and whether administrators

can resist, reduce or teach about such pressures is essential to students' learning

about real political forms and processes.

Other aspects of the content of secondary school curricula also need serious

review and modification. For instance, up to date vocational courses, on-the-job

training programs, and offerings in 'black history" and "culture" are the most

',levant foci of el erent student and community pretests nga.nst prevailing irrele-

vant and abstract curricular designs. Attempts to offer greater choice in cur-

riculum., course selection, and scheduling of their own time ray also be fruitful

responses to students' desires for autonomy, initiative and personal responsibility.

Comm -unity involvemLnt in educational irocesses

the purp:se of this model is to engage as broadly based a group of community

members and institutions as possible in the examination and discussion of real

school issues and problems. In those cases where the decision raking apparatus

is not changed, this approach could utilize representatives of all elements of

p. 543.
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the socialization community--police, ministry, industry, YMCA, racial and ethnic

associations, parent association, youth clubs, and other groups conce.ned with

young people to help design new school programs. A steering committee representing

the varies groups could be trained to plan and design a series of events, brief

workshops and conferences or longer term programs of collaboration, which could

contribute to school problem solving. As a medium for school reports to the

community, as a forum for the solicitation of responses from community advocates,

and as an initiator of school-community programs this approach could lead to the

implementation of several other models discussed bete.

New educational programs using a broader range of community resources might

require schools to extend into community affairs and locations, as well as to

reach out to enlist community members in educational policies and affairs. In

practice, this night near the utiliestion of store front classrooms, of freedom

schools, and of the establishment of course credit for varied experience, both

inside and outside the school. It also could mean the use of out -of- ,:hoof youth

re parents as ceauhers or para-professionals, and the inclusi-'n of community and

community agency personnel as advisors to principals, teath.trs and students.

Community. accountability and control

ibis particular model represents an effort to move towards greater commnity

influence in school affairs. One way of generating community attention to school

problems could lie in the general ,ffort to make schools and faculty members

publitl: accountable to tie clients whom they serve. Efforts at publishing the

reading scores in a school and then comparing such scores across several

schools is one way a community can begin to assess a staff's performance. Simply,

tkpolt car, .an be eeen as evaluations of teachers' as well as st,dents' skills.

In tiis way parents may be o'Ie to hold schools more accountable for what is done

sith their children.
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Actual modification of the school's decision making apparatus to include

community representation in policy planning is another viable extension of this

model. Further removed from the possibility of entanglement in ad,inistrative

responsibilities is the concept of a local school board which would exercise com-

munity control over policy natters in the neighborhood school.74 Mann discusses

the for,ation of just such a community decision - making for an experimental school.

Usci-ul in its potential transferability to ether schools, his design for this

group includes parents and selected community leaders in recruiting, hiring and

revio.Ang teachers, clerks and other special staff members, planning extra schez,1

activities for students and adults, and supervising school finance.
75

All of these

,,ariiats of community influence carry with them the potential of creating or dra-

t.atizing conflict inherent in professionals' reactions to local control by non-

professionals. But in addition, co-.07,nity agents would have to face the problem

of learning how a school works and insuring adequate and continuing irechanisms of

collaboration and cc-direction. 11, of shared control discussed in this

approach are not realized satisfactorily in the publicly elected school boards of

large cities. These sources of cor.7_nity p.uer simply are too far removed fro-

the professionals and parent. in local sc!lool districts and neighborhoods to irsure

adequate accountability on local policy ratters.

Concern for community control of sclools on a broader basis has been ir.ple-

melted recently in three demonstration districts within the New Sc,.:. City school

system. Under the harmer of scio,1 decentralization, governing hoards co-posed

Raskin, M. Political 5ocialiaticn in the schools. 'Harvard Educati,-nal
1768, iS, 55U-55].

75Xann, F. A nee school for the ghetto. Cur Ceneratien, 1451, 5, b7-73.
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of representatives of parents, teachers, supervisory personnel and community or-

ganizations have requested authority to do the follov.ing: recruit, appoint and

evaluate teachers and supervisors; set instructional standards, curricula and

materials, set budgetary policy and appoint unit administrators to run the demon-

stration distr:cts.
76

All three New York experiments experienced difficulty in

maintaining effective community representation, in opening communications across

race and class cleavages, in receiving profe;sional unions' and associations'

cooperation, and in getting coopera._ion from the citywide Board of Education. "

But such problems were to be expected, since in these cases the demonstration

ideas and plans originated in the community and not in the educational apparatus

itself. Evaluators of these oxp2riments, while .tot satisfied or un.ealistic

about current progress, "feel that with better preparation, a longer period of

planning and transition, and mare cooperation from school officials, many of the

problems which have held hack the projects could have been avoidea."78

blether we have con discussing co,munity-school comunication and/or influence

accountability andior control, single school districts and/or multi- school dis-

tricts, it is clear that the varied thcmes within this umbrella model of increasing

C07,7Unil) potency in school-com7unity activities need to be further developed and

t,,,ted. Clearly these avenues of change hold great promise for healing much of

alienation and disaffection that typifies urban educational systems.

Establishing grievance Trocessinli systems

the essential concern in this model is to establish procedures and structures

that surface and current injustice and feelings of injustice in sch,ols. One

7b
Reurt en three demonstration prsjects in_the city schcTls. Ncw York, Cor,lissien

on Human Rights, 19bS.

77
Ihid

78
Ibid, p. 19-20
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innovation consistent with this concern might involve an "ombudsman" which could

oversee and adjudge grievances in each school.79 This person or unit could take

the form of a teacher or several students who have the right to enter any teacher's

classroom and to observe what's going on. Their charge would be to find conflict

where it is, to surface suppressed conflict or grievances, and to help get such

issues dealt with quickly. They would have the mission to discover, to receive,

perhaps to escalate, and to publicize facts and feelings about injustice to a

level of awareness where they can be dealt with before they explode into crisis

and warfare. In order to perform this job, the role occupants would ,ave to be

seen as relatively invulnerable and universal presenters of school injustices.

'There is no question that they would have to be concerned with the full range

of school issues, as much with student or principal injustices to teachers as

well as vice versa.

Such a cencept also could inTiement the various appeals systems discussed by

Scott.
fin

Parties who present grievances to this body would have to be assured of

their right to bypass the normal chain of command (i.e., going directly to the

principal witl,ut checking .ith teachers), they would have to be encouraged to

utilize this procedure, and they would have to know where and how to locate the

persons available, for alpeal. Moreover, the aggrieved parties need to be pro-

tected from potential retaliation, as must the targets of grievance be protected

from unjustified trial b) slander. In order to prenare for ss.,ca eventualities,

it would seem vital that role occupants and the institution itself will need to

define carefully this role, to provide sore protection to the occupants, to decide

his concept is explicated 1.owat, D. (ld) line Ombadsran: Citizens Defender,
London, Allen and nwin, 1965.

h If
Scott, os. , it .
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how critical information is to be received or gathered, to suggest how power and

legitimacy will be made availahle, and to decide and test how resolutions can be

implemented in fruitful ways. Persons filling this role -- students, teachers or

lay persons--will need special training to prepare them for their new functions.

For instance, it will be vital for them to discriminate between the petty and the

fundamental, or the temporary and systemic in grievances. Such a person or group

could get so bogged down in individual concerns about homework or grades so as

to be unaale to respond to broad concerts regarding injustice, disrespect or

discrimination.

Scott points out that it is common practice for final judicial appeals in

organizations to be made to a line executive, in the case of schools to tne

principal or superintendent. the latter alternative separates the appeal or

judiciary process from immediate administrative jurisdiction, while maintaining

executive control. 1 he use of in extra-school body as the recipient of final

appeal, a dvv ice which further separates judicial and executive processes, is an

attractive and probably feasible alternative.

Estahlishing new confi_gutations of internal _power

he central issue hare would be to experiert with the extension of the con-

cept of shared power to the creation of ce:Inittees of students, faculty and ad-

ministrators that woul., set local curricula, woald conduct judicial proceedings,

and would actuilly participate in making school policy. 'Ibis does not mean simply

revarTing tic old, oat worn kinds of student governments or the inclusion of a

couple of "good" students as advisory r,.rhers in occasional faculty meetings. At

this stage of the gar,. such tcl.ens will not satisfy students who 1,noc their student

gavel meet has not been a r..aniugful political system in the past. One new st.rqctur.

cool6 involve handing major decision rating power over to a student-faculty govern. -

rant systEM wherein the principal would op.,rate as an executive secretary respell:2'lb
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to this plural status group Students as well as faculty might gain important

experience and learning in the test of new kinds of representative politics. Also,

teachers and adminl,:tratars will have an opportunity to learn how to deal with the

school in a representative political, as well as a responsibly professional, manner.

Of course, in all of these areas if we want to create anything but brief test

sequences and ultimate failure we will have to train and prepare participants for

the skillful performance of their new roles. The members of any new decision-

making structure will have several special problems which would include the fol-

lowing: solving problems of their own representativeness; gaining legitimacy from

their respective constituents; dealing with cne another fruitfully; roping with

newly shared power in establishing theft will on policy alternatives, and inter-

preting their experiment to the extra-school community.

This structural alteration will not cork without serleu,4 and successful at-

tempts to establish new representational systems. Participation of students and

faculty at the hlgh,st levels of decision-making must be so managed that their

constituents really feel represented, and not merely formally recognized. After

all, replacing one principal with six students may change the status of decien-

mal rs without affecting the rest of the students' and facuP'y's feelings of dis-

tance and alienation from power. To deal with such a call for now political pro-

cesses within the organization probably requires making a portion of some class-

rooms into miniature political groups, whore school issues arc constantly discussed

end debated, and where demands upon decision - making are le,mulated.

This model has been limited deliberately to a discussion of paver arrange -cats

among internal interest groups. Yore is also the p: sibility of including parental

and corm-unity agents in broadening the sc,Te vf tocse arrangc-ents to inclule the

influence of external forces discA,:sed earlier.
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Crisis intervention

larile these models are being developed, schools across the nation will still

be experiencing crises of various sorts. One emergency measure that could be

developed would be the training and establishment of a core of "troubleshooters";

persons who could respond to crises with immediately helpful on-the-spot diagnoses,

queFuions and suggestions. It is not our notion that these persons be prepared to

"cap a flaming well cr otherwise dilate confrontation; rather that they might help

use the crisis to surface real issues in ways that permit open responses and hard

work. In fact, such consultants might help catalyze a school's needs for help into

creative investments in models and programs such as the ones discussed here.

These team.; obviously have to be careful about the ethical postures and the

terms upon which they enter a school system. There is no integrity in suggesting

that youngsters should take off their armor or power and walk into lb, wolf's den

unless administrators are placed in a similarly vulnerable posture; both should be

prepared tc do serious bargaining. :.either can dogmatically pro-student, anti-

establishrit consultants he permitted to use their neutral entry to attack the

administrative apparatus with impunity. Under tense circumstances students,

faculty, and administrators will need assurances of each others' good will, or at

least their willingness to negotiate in good faith.

Such a 'troublesfooter or group of troubleshooters, would have to be able

to establish communication and negotiation links across communities of people of

different races, classes, ages and neighbor:wods. Clearly there are sor, persons

across the country who could he depended upon to he wise, just and helpful in such

situations; just as clearly, more are needed.

Final y

In all these areas it stands to reason there is no point in entering into

cross-racial Cr cross generational dialogue unless people really ate prepared to
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do more than talk about change. And those wno are prepared to change will have

to demonstrate that very quickly. There have been so many false starts, so many

unkept promises, so many unworthy trusts, that one can't blame disaffected students

and adults for not investing heavily in more promises. The revolutionary energy

contained in student ar, community protects is deserving of rational and meaningful

responses from school personnel who are aware of the need for change, Some ad-

ministrators are predr.,. .1l2o..iv to respond to the threat of disruption by making

changes, correcting injustices, and otherwise initiating reforms in their schools.

Others continue to evade, deny or suppress the issues presented herein. By and

large, protesting student and community groups are eager and willing to talk and

to make new starts with responsive systems; but it is not clear how long they will

stay this way in the face of abject resistance.

It seems worthwhile, in terms of the stakes that are abound, for students a%d

educators to invest in some dialogue; but it is necessary to caution educators to

invest in dialogue only if they are willing to commit themselves to take some action

on the just grievances presented. If they are not, dialogue might as well, and

will, be replaced 'oy shoots across empty classrooms, hallways and school yards.

For when it cores to a test of raw power, the disruptive power of organized groups

of students pursuing rational ant just ends will close the schools, the cateers

of school men, and the possibility of quality education.


